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ABSTRACT:  Deep reinforcement learning usage in creating intelligent agents for various 

tasks has shown outstanding performance, particularly the Q-Learning algorithm. Deep Q-

Network (DQN) is a reinforcement learning algorithm that combines the Q-Learning 

algorithm and deep neural networks as an approximator function. In the single-agent 

environment, the DQN model successfully surpasses human ability several times over. Still, 

when there are other agents in the environment, DQN may experience decreased performance. 

This research evaluated a DQN agent to play in the two-player traditional board game of 

Surakarta Chess. One of the drawbacks that we found when using DQN in two-player games 

is its consistency. The agent will experience performance degradation when facing different 

opponents. This research shows Dueling Deep Q-Network usage with increasing batch size 

can improve the agent's performance consistency. Our agent trained against a rule-based agent 

that acts based on the Surakarta Chess positional properties and was then evaluated using 

different rule-based agents. The best agent used Dueling DQN architecture with increasing 

batch size that produced a 57% average win rate against ten different agents after training for 

a short period. 

ABSTRAK: Pembelajaran Peneguhan Mendalam adalah terbaik apabila digunakan bagi 

mewujudkan ejen pintar dalam menyelesaikan pelbagai tugasan, terutama jika ia melibatkan 

algoritma Pembelajaran-Q. Algoritma Rangkaian-Q Mendalam (DQN) adalah Pembelajaran 

Peneguhan berasaskan gabungan algoritma Pembelajaran-Q dan rangkaian neural sebagai 

fungsi penghampiran. Melalui persekitaran ejen tunggal, model DQN telah beberapa kali 

berjaya mengatasi kemampuan manusia. Namun, ketika ejen lain berada dalam persekitaran 

ini, DQN mungkin kurang berjaya. Kajian ini melibatkan ejen DQN bermain papan 

tradisional iaitu Catur Surakarta dengan dua pemain. Salah satu kekurangan yang dijumpai 

adalah konsistensi. Ejen ini akan kurang bagus ketika berhadapan lawan berbeza. Kajian 

menunjukkan dengan penggunaan Rangkaian-Q Dwipertarungan Mendalam bersama 

peningkatan saiz kumpulan dapat meningkatkan konsistensi prestasi ejen. Ejen ini telah 

dilatih untuk melawan ejen lain berasaskan peraturan dan sifat kedudukan Catur Surakarta. 

Kemudian, ejen ini diuji berpandukan peraturan berbeza. Ejen terbaik adalah yang 

menggunakan rekaan DQN Dwipertarungan bersama peningkatan saiz kumpulan. Ianya 

berhasil memenangi permainan dengan purata 57% berbanding sepuluh agen lain melalui 

latihan jangka masa pendek. 

KEY WORDS:  Reinforcement Learning, Dueling Deep Q-Network, Increasing batch Size, 

Surakarta Chess 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Deep reinforcement learning has been able to produce agents that can solve a variety of 

complex problems, such as simulated car driving [1], video games [2], or natural language 

processing [3]. A game is an environment that is often used to evaluate reinforcement learning 

agents' ability to interact with other agents and make decisions to achieve specific goals. 

Researchers can focus on algorithms with a relatively more straightforward environment before 

implementing them in more complex environments such as self-driving cars. 

The deep learning approach successfully captures richer features and improves agent 

performance when combined in reinforcement learning algorithms. For example, in [2] the 

produced agent uses Deep Q-Learning, the combination of Convolutional Neural Network [4] 

and Q-Learning [5] to play and win Atari games. Another quite phenomenal one is Alpha Go 

[6], an agent that manages to beat the best human players in the world in a reasonably complex 

game, Go, using deep reinforcement learning. In various types of board games, human-level 

abilities have also been surpassed by intelligent agents, such as in Othello [7, 8], Mancala [9], 

Chess [10, 11], Go [6, 12], or even in a game with incomplete information, such as Poker [13]. 

Those agents are trained using reinforcement learning, deep learning, or a combination of both. 

In [8], the Othello game is seen as a classification problem. The agent trained on the game 

database using a deep convolutional neural network to decide the best action in the given state. 

In contrast to [7], agents in the Othello game trained using neural fitted temporal difference 

learning, which is a method in reinforcement learning. In chess, the previous studies also use 

deep learning [11] or deep reinforcement learning [10] to produce a good performance agent. 

Board games have different characteristics compared to Atari single-player video games 

previously researched [2]. In the majority of board games, the agent must interact with one or 

more players. This environmental behaviour is called a Markov Game [14]. The presence of 

other players in the game dramatically affects the agent in making decisions and can make it 

difficult for us to produce intelligent agents. In [12], agents are trained using Convolutional 

Neural Network and Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) by self-playing in the Go game without 

being given explicit information by humans. Self-playing means the agent plays games against 

itself. The method is effective as the agent produced using this method successfully defeats 

humans in the Go game and the agent from the previous research [6] with a shorter training 

time. Another form of the agent training process that can be used is to train the agent against 

the rule-based player who moves based on the positional values of the board game [15] or uses 

a database that stores records of previous matches [8].  

This research will implement and evaluate the reinforcement learning algorithm, Deep Q-

Learning, in the two-player board game of Surakarta Chess. Surakarta Chess has unique game 

characteristics. One of them is that some positions on the board can be very profitable to defeat 

the opponent. From those properties, we can make rule-based agents train the reinforcement 

learning agent. The making of intelligent agents in Surakarta Chess has been studied 

previously. In those studies, agents were made based on two search methods, αβ-search [16–

18] and based on MCTS [19, 20]. We proposed to use Deep Q-Learning as a different approach 

to creating an agent in Surakarta Chess. Deep Q-Learning differs from the other methods 

mentioned earlier as Q-learning is not based on the search method. The use of Q-Learning on 

two-player board games has been studied before in several different types of games [9, 15, 21–

24]. In [22], Deep Q-Learning still found it difficult to beat the searching method in the Hex 

game even though it has been trained for two weeks (about 60,000 episodes). The long training 

process is also shown in [24]. The model was trained to over 500,000 episodes to achieve about 

a 50% winning rate against heuristic agents. 
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This research explored Deep Q-Learning architecture variants, including Dueling Q-

Network [24], and proposed increasing batch size method [25] as a regularization technique in 

Deep Q-Learning to speed up the training process and improve the agent performance. We 

trained the agent against a rule-based agent instead of a random agent, as done in [9]. In 

previous studies, agents were trained and evaluated against the same opponent [9, 24]. In this 

study, to see the agent's consistency in dealing with different opponents, our agent was 

evaluated against different rule-based agents. Agent consistency in facing other agents in 

achieving a goal is crucial in various tasks, not only in games. 

 

2 RESEARCH METHOD 

The process of interaction and training in the reinforcement learning agent (RL agent) is 

shown in Fig. 1. Agents will be trained to use Deep Q-Learning against a rule-based agent in 

the Surakarta Chess environment. At a time step t, the RL agent will receive a board condition 

(a state S) and then perform one of the valid actions A based on its policy. In the next turn, the 

opponent will do the same thing: see the game's condition and then take action. The results of 

RL agent action on time steps t and opponent actions on time step t+1 make a new game state, 

S'. The agent will get two types of rewards, R, reward when winning a game, and reward when 

capturing the opponent's pieces that the system environment already defines. The RL agent 

learns from a collection of experiences represented by the tuple of (S, A, R, S'). All agents are 

implemented using PyTorch [26] and trained on Google Colab's GPU 

2.1 Surakarta Chess 

Surakarta Chess is a chess-like game from Surakarta, Indonesia, contested annually by the 

International Computer Game Association (ICGA). Surakarta Chess is played by two players 

on a 6x6 board with 8 curves and 12 pieces. The starting position of each player on the board 

is shown in Fig. 2 (a). In each turn, players can move their piece or capture the opponent's 

piece. The player can move his piece to eight adjacent positions if another piece has not 

occupied the destination. A player can capture the opponent's piece by moving a piece along a 

horizontal or vertical line then through at least one curve to reach the opponent's piece without 

being blocked by another piece. Illustrations of piece movement and capture are shown in Fig. 

2 (b) and Fig. 2 (c). 

Fig. 1. Interaction between RL agent, the opponent, and the environment 
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Because a piece must be in a particular position to capture, in previous studies, they use 

position values to measure how good a piece's position is [17, 19]. There are three types of 

positions in Surakarta Chess based on their relationship to the curve. The three types of 

positions are shown in Fig. 3, distinguished by red, white, black, and yellow. 

 

 

Surakarta Chess consists of three phases [16], namely the opening phase, the middle phase, 

and the final phase. In the opening phase, the player will focus on placing their pieces in an 

advantageous position. This is crucial because the player needs to make an unblocked path to 

capture the opponent's piece. The middle phase occurs after pathways are created. In this phase, 

players will begin to attack and defend their pieces from their opponent. The final phase is 

indicated by the small number of pieces on the board. In this phase, the pieces are free to move 

and capture the opponent's piece because the path to capture is already open. 

2.2 Surakarta Chess Environment 

In this study, we use SurakartaEnv, a publicly available game environment toolkit. Players 

can access current board information using available functions. One aspect of the information 

provided to players through SurakartaEnv is the position of the piece. SurakartaEnv maps the 

game board to a matrix with a value of -1, 0, or 1. A value of 0 is given to a position if no 

Fig. 2. (a) Surakarta Chess initial state; (b) Available move for a piece in 8 

shown as circles with red border; (c) Capturing path from 8 to 21 shown as red 

path 
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pieces are occupying it. A value of 1 or a value of -1 indicates the player's pieces' position 

depending on the player's perspective. The value 1 indicates the first player's position, while 

the value of -1 indicates the second player's position. Each position on the board is numbered 

from 0 to 35, as shown in Fig. 2. From each of these positions, 12 actions can be done, 8 of  

which are actions to move without capturing in 8 directions and 4 of which are actions to move 

across the line horizontally or vertically until reaching the curve to capture. Therefore, there 

are a total of 432 available actions. SurakartaEnv accepts an action A in the form of an integer 

between 0 to 431. 

In addition to the position of the pieces, both players can also access other information 

through SurakartaEnv. Players can get information on which pieces that player can capture, 

which player pieces that the opponent can capture, and which actions are valid in each turn for 

both players. The rule-based agent will later use that information to make decisions in every 

turn. SurakartaEnv, by default, sets rewards to both players for each action. We use a +10 

reward if the player wins the match, and -10 if the player loses, and +0.5 when the player 

captures the opponent's piece. 

2.3 Rule-Based Agent 

A rule-based agent decides its action based on game information available at the time. In 

this research, three rule-based agents are made that take action based on a particular priority. 

When an agent cannot perform any valid moves based on its priority, the agent will make a 

valid random move. The explanation of each priority for each agent is shown in Table 1. The 

red and black positions refer to Error! Reference source not found.. A safe place is a place 

where the player's piece is safe from opponent's attacks. 

Table 1: The priority of each rule-based agent 

Agent Name RB1 RB2 RB3 

Movement 

Priority 

1. Capture 

2. Move to black 

3. Move to a safe place 

 
1. Capture 
2. Move to red 

3. Move to black 

4. Move to a safe place 

 

 

1. Capture 

2. Move to red 

3. Move to a safe place 

Each agent has an exploration probability parameter ε that gives agents the possibility to 

make a random move that is not based on their priorities. This random action is intended to 

create variations both in the training process and in the testing process. In this study, RL-agents 

will be trained against RB1 with ε = 0.1. 

2.4 Reinforcement Learning Agent 

Reinforcement learning agents were trained using the Deep Q-Learning method [2]. Deep 

Q-learning is the improvement of the Q-Learning algorithm [5] that uses a deep neural network 

as an approximator of the action-value function. The neural network architecture used in [2] is 

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [4]. This study will compare CNN architecture with a 

simple neural network without convolutional layers or commonly called multi-layer perceptron 

(MLP). Both architectures are shown in Fig. 4. Both architectures are simpler than those 

proposed in [2], given that the Surakarta Chessboard size is smaller than the Atari game image 

matrix. In  [2], 84x84x4 inputs represent pixels on the screen from the last four frames, while 
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in Surakarta, the input is only a 6x6 matrix. It also makes consideration for comparing MLP 

with CNN in Surakarta Chess. 

 

Fig. 4 (a) shows the architecture consisting of one convolution layer, one pooling layer, 

and a fully connected layer. Inputs are padded to keep the output size the same after the 

convolutional process. The convolutional layer uses a 3x3 kernel size and 32 feature maps, 

while the pooling layer uses a 2x2 size pooling window. The neural network output is a vector 

with 432 elements, representing all possible actions in Surakarta Chess. In the MLP 

architecture, two hidden layers are used with the number of neurons similar to the neurons from 

the convolutional process on the CNN architecture. 

We use two techniques proposed in [2], experience replay and the use of two neural 

networks as policy and target networks in one agent. Experience replay uses a replay memory 

with a capacity C to store the agent's experiences in the form of (S, A, R, S'). In this study, all 

agents are set to have the same memory replay capacity of 50,000 experiences. During the 

training process, the agent will take a batch of data from the replay memory as training data. 

We also explore the effect of increasing batch data size [25] on the model performance. 

Increasing batch size means that samples of experience drawn from replay memory will 

increase through episodes. In [25], this method can help speed up the model training process. 

The second technique we use is the use of policy and target networks in one agent that can 

increase the stability of the model. Initially, the target network is a clone of the policy network, 

but its weight is only updated after the policy network is updated N times. The algorithm used 

to optimize network policy is Adam Optimizer [27], with an initial learning rate of 0.0001. The 

weights and biases of the networks are initialized using the methods proposed in [28, 29]. 

We also compared another architecture called Duelling Deep Q-Network [24]. The 

duelling network has two separate streams. One will produce a scalar state value V(s), and the 

other will produce action advantages A(s, a). State values will provide information on whether 

a state is valuable or not, while action advantages provide information about the advantages of 

each action. The two values are then combined to get Q(s, a) using Eq. (1). In previous research 

[24], a duelling network was proposed using CNN. This research will also compare the model 

performance when using MLP on the duelling network. The Duelling Network architecture is 

shown in Fig. 5. 

Fig. 4. (a) Q-Network Architecture with Convolutional Layer, (b) Q-Network 

Architecture using Multi-Layer Perceptron 
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 𝑄(𝑠, 𝑎) = 𝑉(𝑠) + (𝐴(𝑠, 𝑎) − 
1

|𝐴|
∑ 𝐴(𝑠, 𝑎′)

𝑎′

) (1) 

During the training process, both agents that use DQN and Duelling Q-Network will use 

ε-greedy as a policy to decide the action in a state. The value of ε is the agent's probability of 

taking random actions to explore states. In this study, the value of ε initially used was 13%. 

This value will be reduced after some episodes, so the agent acts based more on the state action 

value. Each agent was trained for 1250 episodes. In episodes 75, 150, and 250, the value of ε 

will be reduced by 3.7%. As a result, after 250 episodes, the value of ε is only 1.9%.   

 

 

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Model Performance 

RL agents will be trained and their parameters tuned against RB1 and their performance 

evaluated against other agents. In the first experiment, we compared the effect of increasing 

batch size [25]. This experiment used DQN with a convolutional network as a model 

architecture. Three agents were compared. The first was an agent without increasing batch size, 

the second was an agent with a less frequently increasing batch size, and the third was a model 

with a more frequent increasing batch size. The result of the agents against RB1 is shown in 

Table 2.  

Table 2: Performance comparison of increasing batch size usage 

 

 

Increase frequency Average score from last episodes 

Last 50 Last 100 Last 150 Last 200 

Model 1 - 5.80 5.39 5.39 5.60 

Model 2 250 5.40 4.82 5.53 5.96 

Model 3 150 6.80 6.45 6.59 6.38 

Fig. 5. (a) Dueling Q-Network Architecture with Convolutional Layer, (b) 

MLP on Dueling Q-Network Architecture 
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The agent's score is the number of opponent pieces captured by the agent until the game is 

finished. Model 1 did not use increasing batch size, while models 2 and 3 used it. Model 2 used 

a less frequently increasing batch size that increases the batch size 50% from the current size 

every 250 episodes, while Model 3 used a more frequently increasing batch size that increased 

the batch size 50% every 150 episodes. This process was conducted until it reached 1000 

episodes. All models had an initial batch size of 48. The graph of increasing batch size is shown 

in Fig. 6. Batch size throughout episodesTable 2 shows that increasing the batch size during 

training can help the model improve its performance. 

Another parameter that affects the agent's performance is the value of N, which is the 

number of updates made on the policy network before updating the target network. We tested 

three N values: 10, 210, and 700. The N values used were much smaller than those used in [2] 

because we used fewer iterations in the training phase. In a single game, we assumed the agent 

had 70 turns so that when N = 210, the target network was updated around every three games. 

The score for each model against RB1 for each episode appears in Fig. 7. It showed that if we 

used a too small or too large N, the agent performance became unstable and tended to decrease 

over episodes. Whereas when N = 210, the score obtained by the model was ascending with 

relatively more stability. The three agents shown in Fig. 7 used DQN with a convolutional layer 

and increasing batch size. 

 

Fig. 6. Batch size throughout episodes 

Fig. 7. Performance comparison of N, using moving average scores for every 150 episodes 
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This research also compared four agents with different neural network architectures. Table 

3 shows that the use of the duelling network significantly increased the agent's performance. 

The scores shown are averages of the last few scores. For example, in the "last 50" column, the 

value in that column is the average of the RL agent scores for the last 50 episodes, from 

episodes 1201 to 1250. 

The use of a duelling network with a convolutional layer outperformed other agents. Even 

the duelling network without a convolutional layer still outperformed the regular DQN with a 

convolutional layer. Scores of each model for every episode are shown in Fig. 8. 

Table 3: Performance comparison of network architecture 

Model type 

Average score from last episodes 

Last 50 Last 100 Last 150 Last 200 

DQN-CNN 6.80 6.45 6.59 6.38 

DQN-MLP 5.78 5.55 5.49 5.49 

Dueling-CNN 9.36 8.69 8.25 8.21 

Dueling-MLP 8.08 7.45 8.25 6.63 

 

3.2 Score Against Other Agents 

After completing the training process, we evaluated four RL agents with different network 

architectures using the parameter settings mentioned earlier. These agents competed against 

five different rule-based agents and one random agent. The random agent was an agent that 

always took a valid random movement in each turn. Each RL agent played 30 games for each 

Fig. 8. Performance comparison of Q-Learning models, using moving average 

scores for every 150 episodes 
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rule-based agent. The RL agent played as the first player who makes the first move. In Table 

4, it shows the number of RL agent wins in 30 games against other agents. We evaluated five 

agents: 

• two agents without duelling networks (DQN-CNN and DQN-MLP) 

• two agents with duelling networks (Duelling-CNN and Duelling-MLP) 

• an agent for Duelling-CNN that was trained without an increasing batch 

The last agent we mentioned was used to compare the effect of an increasing batch on agent 

performance.  

From the table, we can see that all five agents can defeat the random agent (RA) in all 

games for a 100% win rate. It also shows that agents trained using the duelling network had 

the most wins against nine other agents. When an opponent had a greater ε value, meaning that 

the opponent had a greater chance of moving randomly, agents were expected to exploit this 

vulnerability to win more. However, as shown in the table, only agents who used the duelling 

network tended to be able to use it as an opportunity to win the match, whereas, in the DQN-

MLP or DQN-CNN model, an increase in the value of ε did not benefit the model significantly. 

The agent that did not use increasing batches had poor performance because of difficulties in 

the training process, as shown in Table 2. 

Duelling network agents can also adapt to agents that have different rules, RB2 and RB3. 

Both rule-based agents had a slight difference in priority for determining their action compared 

to RB1. This adaptation did not occur in other models that experienced a high number of losses 

against rule-based agents aside from the training process. The average win rate is calculated by 

averaging the win rate of an RL agent against the other agents.  

Table 4: Performance comparison of models against other rule-based agents. The 

shaded column is the agent that is countered during the training process 

Model type 

Number of RL agent wins 
Avg. 

Win. 

Rate 

(%) 

RA RB1 RB2 RB3 

ε=0.1 ε=0.2 ε=0.3 ε=0.1 ε=0.2 ε=0.3 ε=0.1 ε=0.2 ε=0.3 

DQN-CNN 30 2 7 5 1 3 2 3 2 1 18.6 

DQN-MLP 30 7 4 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 13.9 

Dueling-CNN 30 13 16 23 12 12 19 9 18 19 57.0 

Dueling-MLP 30 11 13 13 5 10 11 4 7 13 39.0 

Dueling-CNN 

(no inc. batch) 

30 0 1 1 0 4 1 0 0 0 12.3 

3.3 Model Consistency 

To see an agent's consistency in facing other agents, we used the Coefficient of Variations 

(CV), as shown in Eq. (2), where 𝜎 is the standard deviation, and 𝜇 is the mean of the data. The 

smaller the CV value, the more consistent the model. We calculated the CV between the three 

rule-based agents by separating them based on their epsilon value. The results are shown in 

Table 5. 
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 𝐶𝑉 =  
𝜎

𝜇
 × 100 (2) 

For example, in Table 5, Duelling-CNN had a CV of 14.99 in column with ε = 0.1. This 

was calculated from {13, 12, 9}, the number of Duelling-CNN agent wins against RB1 ε = 0.1, 

RB2 ε = 0.1, and RB3 ε = 0.1, respectively. From Table 5, we can see that the Duelling-CNN 

model had a relatively small CV value compared to other agents. Except when the value ε = 

0.3, the Duelling-MLP agent had the smallest CV value. The CV value of agent Duelling-CNN 

without increasing batch in column ε=0.1 could not be calculated because the agent had no 

victory. 

Table 5: Coefficient of variations between rule-based agents 

Model type 
Coefficient of variation 

ε=0.1 ε=0.2 ε=0.3 

DQN-CNN 40.82 54.00 63.73 

DQN-MLP 141.42 141.42 141.42 

Duelling-CNN 14.99 16.26 9.27 

Duelling-MLP 46.36 24.49 7.64 

Duelling-CNN w/o 

increasing batch 

- 101.98 70.71 

 

4 CONCLUSION 

In this research, a deep reinforcement learning approach was implemented to create agents 

in Surakarta Chess. We explored several Deep Q-Learning architectures to find the best agent. 

The results show that the use of duelling networks and increasing batch size can improve agent 

performance and consistency in the Surakarta Chess game. In a short period, agents with 

duelling network architecture and increasing batch size mechanisms succeeded in obtaining a 

high average win rate, 57%, against ten different agents. We also found that the best model had 

better consistency even though it played against agents with different strategies. In the future, 

duelling networks and increasing batch size can be evaluated in more complex environments. 
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